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With the development of modern company, Equity has become important 
laws carrier of social wealth, equity transfer increasingly frequent. The 
company through the form of signed stock transfer contract can ensure the old 
partner exit a company smoothly, But also contributed to a new shareholder 
joining in smoothly, and has many benefits to promote circulation of social 
wealth. Equity transfer point to the company includes both limited liability 
company, including joint stock limited company (including listed company). 
Compared with limited liability company, the liquidity of joint stock limited 
company equity especially listed companies is more stronger. However, as the 
judicial practice in China, the largest number of equity transfer disputes often 
occur in a limited liability company, This paper intends to discuss the validity of 
limited liability company shares transfer contract problems. The author in this 
paper analyzed some special conditions the limited liability company shares 
transfer contract, and proposes some opinions and suggestions, expecting to 
benefit the research of limited liability company equity transfer contract and the 
settlement of the actual dispute. Full text includes three parts: 
The first chapter mainly introduces a limited liability company shares 
transfer contract definition and classification, and detailed statements for 
China's limited liability company equity transfer legislative situation, Based on 
this, advances in spite of current company law of limited company equity 
transfer prescribed comparing with the 1993 company law, but it’s regulations 
about limited company equity transfer are still too simplifies, unfavorable to the 
healthy development of the market economy in our country.  
The second chapter to the contract of not capital or insufficient or smoke 
escape capital contribution of the shareholders of a company signed with others; 
the contract of the part of equity transfer; the contract that the shareholders of a 
company violates the company's articles of association prohibited or restricted 
regulation and signed with others, and the author put forward my own views 
and opinion. 















liability company equity transfer contract, the author put forward the following 
Suggestions: to perfect the capital stock transfer rules, for the infringement of 
the right of priority subscribe shareholders equity transfer legal regulation.  
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